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So, what can we do? 
• Get connected. Get informed.  

CauseofAmerica.org ;  
Be sure to watch “Selection Code” on FrankSpeech.com 

• Demand an end to machine voting.  They are NOT secure! 

Until they are gone, work to outsmart and overwhelm. Here are 
some guidelines: 

• Help clean up voter roles.  
In Colorado , if you receive mail-in ballot(s) for someone not residing at your 
address DO NOT OPEN !   Request handling instructions by sending an email  
to: weldregistrationchk@proton.me  

• Vote  in person, late on election day. Bring other voters with you. 
 Bring your UNOPENED mail-in ballot with you .  

If they say you have already voted, call the Sheriff to report identity theft  with 
your unopened ballot as evidence. 

• Spread the Word  Feel free to reprint and distribute this booklet  

 (make a copy or  scan the QR below for pdf  print file).  
Remember: Personal contact makes a difference.  

• PRAY for guidance. What is your part is in restoring integrity? 
Every citizen has some part to play. Every generation of Americans 
has had to sacrifice to preserve the liberty we enjoy.  

This time the challenge is ours. 

No one is coming to save us! It’s up to us—We the People! 

1 https://causeofamerica.org/wp-content/uploads/Rebuttal-to-Matt-Crane-backchannel-email-to-CO-officials.pdf   

“These reports show that the certification of our voting systems and their use in Colorado elections has been in 
violation of Colorado law, and that the extraordinary vulnerability of the voting systems to penetration and 
manipulation, coupled with the wanton destruction of election records, means that neither the results reported 
from these systems nor the election officials who swear to their security and integrity, can be trusted by Colorado 
citizens. The safeguards in CRS Title 1, which the General Assembly has presumably intended and assumed would 
protect the purity of Colorado elections and safeguard the elective franchise, have failed – through the ignorance 
and deliberate subversion of sworn election officials, and with the mute inaction of Colorado’s sworn law 
enforcement officers, .... “ 

2 Forensic Examination Proves Vote Manipulation and Illegal Destruction of Records on Dominion Voting Machines.  
Research summary written April 21, 2022 by  Jeffrey O’Donnell and Dr. Walter C. Daugherity. 

All Mesa County and Colorado Reports and Documents can be found at Cause of America Library, a clearing house for election-

related research, election data, investigations, analytics and reports from across the nation by state:  

Endnotes 

     This constitutionally protected form of free speech is a simplified 
overview of professional audit reports and research articles written (with 
attribution) and illustrated by a private citizen of the United States of 
America. Thank you to the many relentless “smart ones” who tirelessly and 
meticulously scoured the forensic images and CVRs, finding multiple layers 
of evidence pointing to machine fraud. You are American heroes. 
     Paid for by any individual who reproduces and/or distributes this booklet, 
without alteration, at their own expense. 
     Not in coordination with any campaign or candidate.. 05/20/2022 
revised 09/09/2022         

                        Nublius ©2022 

 Permission granted for any 
individual to copy and/or 

reprint this document  
in its entirety  

without changes. 

Print More 

www.cofightforfreedom.com/mesas-mousetrap.html   

What Happened 

in Mesa County 

Why It Matters to Colorado 

and the Nation 
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 After listening to her constituents’ concerns and 
having been informed by Dominion of their upcoming 
required software update, referred to as “The Trusted 
Build”, Mesa County, Colorado Clerk, Tina Peters, backed 
up the voting equipment hard drive , both BEFORE and 
AFTER the update to preserve records according to 
Colorado and Federal regulations. 

Who Are These Experts? 

Doug Gould, former Chief Cyber Security Strategist for AT&T with a 
Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, and  Computer 
Security, numerous cyber security certifications, and over 40 years’ 
experience in cyber security.  
 

Jerffery O’Donnell,  President of Qest Development, Chief Information Officer 
of Ordros Analytics, full-stack software engineer with Bachelor’s degrees in 
Computer Science and Mathematics, with 40 years’ experience in “big data” 
analysis, database management systems, and database development in some 
of the largest defense and industry corporations in the United States.  
 

Dr. Wayne C. Daugherity, computer consultant and Senior Lecturer 
Emeritus in Computer Science and Engineering at Texas A&M, with a 
Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics, master’s and doctor’s  degrees from 
Harvard, who has consulted for major national and  international firms and 
government agencies, invented integrated user training within computer 
applications, has authored 26 published research articles on computer 
science and engineering, and taught computer science and engineering for 
37 years, including artificial intelligence, quantum computing, programming 
and  software design, and cyber-ethics. ¹ 

Following verification of authenticity, independent cyber 
experts conducted full forensic examinations, publishing 
their findings in Mesa County Reports #1, #2 and #3. 
which also contain examiners complete bios.  

This booklet highlights the nine major discoveries . 

County Clerks are to preserve ALL election records. According to Colorado 

regulations, “...County may create and maintain the access logs in the manner 

the county deems most suitable.  (CCR 8-1505-19.1 and 19.2) 
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Law enforcement won’t investigate 

County Clerks in Colorado are threatened 

for doing their jobs by backing up their hard drives before 

The “Trusted Build” 

Fishy, indeed! 

This makes no sense. See these instructions for the 2019 Dominion Update 
(below) which was sent out by the SOS office on June 12, 2019 
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The media won’t cover it 

• 

“I looked into it” 

-“Well ...my 
investigator learned to 
read code last week, 
and the Dominion tech 
said it looked good.” 

“uhh… just part of it…” 

We know something’s fishy!  

DAs refuse to conduct thorough cyber investigations  
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1. In both elections, after vote counting was underway, thousands of 
ballots that had already been counted were secretly re-processed inside 
the voting machine, undetected by election officials. ² 

What Did They Find? 

Open Back Door? 

2. Alarmingly, the voting system had internal Wi-Fi/Bluetooth wireless adapters 
allowing unauthorized external connectivity, including to the Internet. This 
opened the door for almost any computer with internet access, anywhere in 
the world, to connect to the software and server. 2  

(Presence of adapters neither confirms nor denies activation, but contradicts claims that connectivity is impossible.)  
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3. The hard drive image shows that, in both elections, two new unauthorized 
“shadow” databases were secretly created on the machine after counting 
began, either through “hacking” or pre-set algorithms.2 

4. The hard drive image shows that copies of digital records of select batches 
of already-counted ballots were moved over to these shadow databases and 
recounted without notice to election officials or judges (including 20,346 of 
25,913 ballots in 2020 and 2,974 of 4,458 ballots in 2021). 2 

Shadow Databases 

Moving and Shifting 
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Coloradans have 

 a right to question and 

a right to KNOW: 
 

• What happened? 

• How long has it been happening? 

• Who is behind it? 

• Why we can’t get a thorough, official 
investigation which hires credentialed 
technical/cyber experts? 

• Why are private companies so involved in 
our elections and making a lot of money 
off the taxpayers? 

• Why do we need voting machines at all 
when we have 200+ years of successful 
election history without them. 

Let’s get to the bottom of it.  

To “move on” and accept this mess as 
the norm would be to silence the voices. 

 

Our Vote is our Voice. 
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Well, hickory-dickory... 

The Colorado 2022 Republican Primary 

seems to provided several fine and likely examples! 

Take a look at these graphs (sans mice) created by Ordros Analytics using New York Times 

Election Night Reporting, with data coming from Edison Research where each state’s 

results are periodically uploaded as they are tabulated on election night. 

Colorado GOVERNOR Primary Race 

Colorado US SENATE Primary Race 

GANAHL 

LOPEZ 

O’DEA 

HANKS 

Colorado SECRETARY of STATE Primary Race 

ANDERSON 

ANDERSON 

ANDERSON 

PETERS PETERS 

PETERS 

O’DONNELL 

O’DONNELL 

O’DONNELL 

To quote Dr. Douglas Frank, “That ain’t natural, buddy!” 
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5. The machine made only the re-processed ballot files visible to local 
election officials and hid the original (not re-processed) ballot files, making 
the final vote counts exceed the number of ballots visible to officials. 2 

Hidden Files 

6. The number of ballots the machine selected for human evaluation was 
significantly different in the secret and unauthorized recount than it had 
been in the original count.  This means either (1) new, fraudulent ballot 
images had been substituted for original ones, or (2) the program settings 
were secretly changed after vote counting began. 2 

Accounts Don’t Balance 

Adjudication 
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What? No Originals? 

8. The machine was pre-set to erase critical records within just a few days, 
including  activity logs and user logins, which basically “covered the tracks” of 
anyone committing unauthorized access, software installation, manipulation, 
or network connections. 2 

Cover Your Tracks 

7. The Dominion machine only recorded the vote tabulation in a single 
location, which assured that there would be no record of the original vote 
count before the shadow databases were created. 2 
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9. Dominion and Colorado’s Secretary of State destroyed all data on the hard 
drive of the Mesa County machine one month after the April 2021 election 
(as part of Dominion’s nationwide so-called “Trusted Build”), even though 
federal and state laws require election records to be preserved for at least 
22 months. 2 

SO... 

What might machine manipulation look like? 

“It is believed the same thing happened on Dominion machines in 

Maricopa County, Arizona, where auditors found that 284,412 ballot 

images were corrupted or missing and ‘all the data in the database 

related to the 2020 general election had been fully cleared’ contrary to 

federal law.” 2 

Reports are coming in from Tennessee, New Mexico and Utah showing 

very similar illegal actions the machines facilitate. Only highly skilled 

coders and data analysts would be able to see this. Your precinct, county 

and state officials could not possibly look inside a machine and detect this 

sophisticated level of fraud and manipulation. 

Patterns Are Emerging 

BUSTED! 

“TRUSTED BUILD” 


